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Blue Cedar No-Code Integration Service

Add New Functionality Without Writing Code

Features

The Blue Cedar No-Code Integration service makes it easy to add new

• Support for iOS and Android apps

functionality to mobile apps without requiring source code access or having to

• No-Code Integration support for

write code. Choose a combination of mobile application management (MAM),
in-app VPN, mobile threat defense (MTD), analytics, or authentication to integrate
into any mobile app. The No-Code Integration service used in Blue Cedar Platform
workflows enables a seamless path to modify already developed mobile apps and
distribute them to end users.

Integrate Apps Built On Any Framework

• Analytics: BlackBerry Analytics
• Authentication: Microsoft Active
Directory, Ping
• In-App VPN: Blue Cedar Connect
• MAM: BlackBerry Dynamics, Blue
Cedar Enforce, Microsoft Intune
• MTD: BlackBerry Protect

The Blue Cedar No-Code Integration service, available with a Blue Cedar Platform
subscription, applies innovative techniques to integrate MAM, in-app VPN, MTD,
analytics, and authentication technology into already developed iOS and Android
mobile apps. The service, which is used in Blue Cedar Platform workflows, has
visibility from the app to the network layer and can intercept tens of thousands of
APIs in mobile apps to reliably perform no-code integration. This depth of visibility
means that the No-Code Integration service can be used with mobile apps
developed on any app framework, including the popular ones shown below.
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Intermix New Functionality
Pre-built No-Code Integration steps, which are activities performed on an app
to progress it through a workflow in the Blue Cedar Platform, streamline the
process for enhancing a mobile app. An enhancement could be straightforward,
integrating only one technology such as MAM controls, into an app. Or it could be
a more complex enhancement, integrating MAM, in-app VPN and authentication
technologies into one app. Intelligence built into the Blue Cedar Platform ensures
that incompatible technologies will not be integrated into an app. For example, the
Blue Cedar Platform would not integrate the Blue Cedar Connect in-app VPN and
BlackBerry Dynamics MAM into a mobile app, as BlackBerry Dynamics provides a
way for mobile apps to securely access remote networked resources.
Technologies that can be added to already developed mobile apps by the Blue
Cedar No-Code Integration service are listed below.
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The Blue Cedar Platform is transforming mobile app deployment by helping Fortune 500 companies, governments and
independent software vendors orchestrate all app modification, security, compliance, and release activities in unified
deployment pipelines. The Platform includes a no-code integration service that adds new functionality to mobile apps without
requiring source code access or writing code. Blue Cedar integrates with popular tools and systems used in mobile app
deployment, including GitHub, GitLab, Microsoft Endpoint Manager, BlackBerry UEM, Digital.ai, Google Play and the Apple
Custom Store. Founded in 2016, Blue Cedar is funded by leading venture capital firms and is headquartered in San Francisco.
For more information, visit www.bluecedar.com. 						11192020

